twenty-sixteen was a messy year.
in keeping with the year that produced them,
we have chosen work by these twelve writers
and artists with this thought in mind:
how do you turn the messes that surround us
into beauty that is also organization,
beauty that is also action?
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KYLE KINASCHUK

bloom (adieu rain)

oh us, i leak ruined ink by calm oak
unmake you – ilk rib cloaked in ash
i kindle you blank, homesick aura
unlike you—a hemlock bird, a—, i sank
o, adieu honey limbs, ulna ark, kick
kink and mask our oily blue ache—i
bury unsaid lack in me like a hook
my caulked skin burial on oak—i/he
unlock your bleak name i hid, i ask
in unmeek lyric, a sad book hulk
you slouch, balk, irk naked in me, i
became a sore body
damaged hands
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JOSH SILVER

Enter Life’s Lost Intangible Ossuary: This Talk

Early light
left its art;
there the ell.
Loose locks in
our told text;
every list.
Lost in one
tangible;
twice-entered.
Lift landed
in our trace:
the extent.
Laughing looks
in our thought,
tenderness.
Endless links
languish in
our true trail.
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EMMY FU

Ugly portrait of a blooming Kazakh buddha

w hands steady w eyes
heavy w lips that bubble
like bruised like beaten like
bungled like bomb, smoking
a self-rolled ciggie held sweetly
between knuckles solely for
the geronomino: the deepest
of an in or an exhale, seamless
shameless mouth on fire
fumbling bumbling to death
looming in the wake of more
blooming haze, u darkhaired sly-grinned funambulist,
u half-lidded distrusting addict,
thick-skinned choleric boy
morphed vampiric, now rogueish—mad rouge, too, and in
particular: sharp
desire thinks i’ll
name u
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RASIQRA REVULVA

Metousiosis

have you ever heard
about how ants count
every step they take?
that’s how come they know
how many steps they
have to take to get
back to the anthill.
do they always take
the same route, you think?
like, what if it rains
and they have to go
around puddles, or
some kid who dropped his
strawberry soft serve
(choking back tears by
the oozing pink smear,
fingers circling on
the magnifying
glass in his pocket),
right? and how do you
think they count them out?
by ones? twos? threes? i
mean, they’ve got six legs.
but what order do
they use when walking?
dogs go front to back;
cats go right then left.
but they both just have
four legs - six legs could
use any pattern.
one-four-two-and-threesix-five-three-two-one6

five-six-one-two-four…
it’s probably for
the best that they’re the
ones counting — safe to
assume they’d stick to
evens, what with the
six legs and all. and
odds are just—i mean!
picture trillions
of six-legged drones
all vibrating with
that kind of magic.
and that’s not even
accounting for (ha!)
the variable
strength of the number —
or numbers! — they’d choose.
three’s way too potent
(don’t even think of
seven!): unclosed, a
pathetic angle
focusing danger
and impending shame.
but if it were five…
an unformed star holds
nebulae, cosmic dust,
celestial grit
so vital they will
collapse together
to form a sun of
their very own light,
to immortalize
their very own lives.
i’d break my jaw for
nothing more than the
opportunity.
i mean, wouldn’t you?
wouldn’t anyone?
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CHANGMING YUAN

Putzteufel

A unique German word
Untranslatable, but
The room
[Of a human soul
Has to be] cleaned
By a devil
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CONNOR BENNETT

Another Mint

Why wasn’t he sad. He thought he should be sad. His mother
was sad. His father and little sister seemed a little sad. He thought he
should be sad but all he could think about was why was it he wasn’t sad.
After he told his friend Annie Annie called and left messages,
none of which he returned.
His mother even cried, and so did his cousins and their small
children and also his uncles and aunts. The fourteen-step guide had
steps like “Find a Good Place to Cry” and “Cry,” and didn’t help. The
last time was he doesn’t know when.
All he ever thought about was why wasn’t he sad as well as why
couldn’t he think about anything other than why it was he wasn’t sad.
Or happy. Though can anyone be happy, really. Doctor Farris thinks so
and says he’s “Robotic” and that he, a psychiatrist with patients who’re
afraid they might have sex with dogs and stuff, is worried and sad for
him. For his life/well-being. “Robotic” seemed a bit unfair but it is a
medical term, supposedly, and so then O.K. it must be fair.
But then after thinking only about his own thoughts he then
thinks he must be narcissistic and a bad person, especially for how he’s
treated everyone. Why does Annie keep calling. He never calls back. He
has not called anyone but has only been called and how long will that
last.
The funeral seemed sad. Not just the crying but the photo on
the coffin, a nice photo from a better time, his mother said. He only
visited the new apartment once and when everyone stood and sang
hymns he tried remembering what the apartment was like and couldn’t
and why couldn’t he remember. She didn’t even recognize him in the
hospital room. Not her fault. Maybe if he’d bothered to visit instead of
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always worrying about his worries. Why can’t he stop worrying about his
worries is a worry he always has, and is one that even he suspects is sort of
funny. Doctor Farris doesn’t think so, though.
Maybe he should stop the medication. But no, he was “Robotic”
before medication, Doctor Farris says, and so that isn’t it. Maybe he should
have shock therapy and be normal, but Doctor Farris always gives him a
look and O.K. that’s probably not a good solution. But what, then. What is
there to do.
Once on the way to his high school graduation she was in the
back seat with his mother and sister and she said do you want a mint and
he said sure. Then she said here, take another in case you get lonely in
there. Everyone laughed. He held out his hand.
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RYAN PRATT

Turkey Pond

My back tenders the soft cushion
of American beds.
When earlier
your lips pursed
in midday prayer
I confess I saw
freckles of blood
congress my temples
like outlets
chip & disperse
stiff monoliths
I’d pocketed overseas.
Floorboards creak about
this blindness, feeling reborn
for the fifty-seventh time.
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JOHN NYMAN

for my boston fern

Higher followings
shoot down
to the root
when it’s you,
the parabola
of other sods’ tremblings
firmly
imprisoned,
pushing a little
too far
on His glorious
inertia:
twice-tasting
morsel, why like a
soft metal,
nearly symmetrical.
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DAVID HUEBERT

Chemical Valley
while listening to Ashberry’s Flowchart
There were ashes in the john and the berries
had grown black and sweet and ripe and poison,
snakes were writhing in the underfoot and you.
You had to be careful where you place your feet.
The trucks were climbing up and up the bridge,
the green energy trucks and the Wonderbread trucks
and the President’s Choice trucks climbing up
before tumbling out the open mouth and into the river’s
unthinkable blue. The water a brilliant, brilliant blue.
The ratio was off. The ratio of male to female was all wrong
and there weren’t enough male starlings, weren’t enough
male seagulls, weren’t enough male cardinals and imagine
a world without those livid red slurs of wonder in the armpits of trees
The rumours of asphalt turned to tumours in the asphalt,
lightning fossilized in a concrete beach.
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LORINA HOXHA

First Memory of Canada
july 1, 2001
a white mattress / head rests
on hallowed belly
in a room’s menacing dim
the slow heaving breast
strange
quiet cataclysm
how to distill moment
above the windowsill’s
horizon fireworks explode to the
tremble of Mama’s fingers
on my cheek
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SENNAH YEE

White Wife

your housewarming, cheap whiskey, Asian glow
Raptors vs. Miami Heat on TV
“Why couldn’t we get Yao Ming’s giant genes?” we say.
cheerleaders dancing in a circle
around free flights to Hawaii and Vegas
and somewhere else hot.
“I saw the hottest ginger on the subway the other day,” you say.
“and she was holding hands with some Asian guy!” you say.
“there’s still hope for me!” you say.
cheerleaders dancing in a circle
around free cruises to Cuba and Mexico
and somewhere else with towel animals sitting on your premade
beds.
“Nice. I know I’m gonna have a white wife,” he says.
“I can just feel it in my bones,” he says.
“like grandmas who know a storm’s comin’,” he says.
cheerleaders dancing in a circle
around free flights to Los Angeles and New York
and somewhere else smoggy.
their thighs are milk, cream, and sugar
I can see my reflection on the TV screen, heavy lids, hair a shadow
“no one ever wins these things,” I say.
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Join us on April 7th, 2017 in the Hart House Debates Room to celebrate
the launch of Hart House Review 2017
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